This paper presents novel equations that enable the direct analytical calculation of the interaction torque between perpendicularly magnetized cuboidal permanent magnets in free space. These expressions complement the expressions for the interaction force and stiffness that are already available in literature and are computationally inexpensive due to their analytical nature. They are suitable in the design and analysis of ironless structures such as certain types of magnetic bearings or for obtaining the peeling torque on the magnets in devices such as voice coil actuators or electron beam focusing devices.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ANY applications require an accurate calculation of the interaction between permanent magnets. Preferably, such calculation should be fast-solving in order to model complex structures or implement advanced optimization techniques. Examples are magnetic suspensions [1] , [2] , magnet biased microactuators [3] , [4] , magnetic couplings [5] , [6] , etc.
Simplified 2-D analytical models meant for radial bearings and couplings were initially proposed by Yonnet [6] , [7] . Although these 2-D analytical equations are uncomplicated and require little computational effort, their accuracy remains insufficient in many applications. The development of fully analytical 3-D models to obtain the interaction force between two parallel magnetized permanent magnets [8] , [9] was a significant step forward in terms of accuracy, and due to its analytical properties, it also exhibits low computational costs. Analytical expressions for the circumferential and axial force component of magnetic couplings were proposed in [10] .
Force calculations for perpendicular magnetized magnets were proposed in [11] and [12] using the Lorentz force and Virtual work method, respectively. Because the analytical surface charge model is linear, it allows for superposition that enables the user to model the force between multiple magnets with any magnetization direction. Fig. 1 schematically shows this with 30 rotated magnetization vectors that are expressed as two components along the -and -axis.
Since these force expressions only produce valid results as long as the magnet edges are not aligned, [13] proposed complementary force expressions for parallel and perpendicular magnetized permanent magnets for such specific cases. Furthermore, [13] proposed analytical expressions for the 3 3 stiffness matrix , which is necessary for magnetic suspensions to analyze the performance. The 3-D surface charge model was used by various authors [1] , [2] , [14] to maximize the force density between permanent magnets, which is useful in the optimization of magnetic suspensions. Especially for magnetic suspensions, an accurate torque computation is eminent. Fig. 1 schematically shows an example of a magnetic suspension with horizontal displacement . This displacement causes a torque that must be canceled by any external actuators. An accurate prediction of this torque therefore helps to minimize it in the design process. To compute the torque on a permanent magnet as a result of the interaction with another magnet, it is not sufficient to simply multiply the analytically calculated force with an arm because the torque does not act on a single point of the magnet. This was recognized and addressed in two different publications that proposed analytical torque expressions for magnets with parallel magnetization. Reference [15] used Virtual work to obtain analytical expressions for the torque around one of the permanent magnet centers. On the other hand, in [16] , the Lorentz force was used to obtain expressions that describe the torque around any given point, and additionally, the necessary complementary expressions for the special case of aligned edges were derived. This paper completes these torque computations with the computation of torque between perpendicular magnetized permanent magnets for any given relative magnet position and torque reference. This paper is organized as follows. Section II sets up the variables used to model the interaction torque, for which the expressions are subsequently derived in Section III. The discontinuities in these expressions are then discussed and solved in Section IV, followed by the validation in Section V and the conclusions in Section VI.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION Two cuboidal permanent magnets named PM1 and PM2, respectively, are studied in a Cartesian coordinate system. It is assumed that the edges of these permanent magnets are along 0018-9464/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE one of the Cartesian axes and that their respective magnetization vectors and are homogeneous, constant, and directed along the -and -axis, respectively. The dimensions of the permanent magnet are given by and , respectively (Fig. 2) . The center of PM1,
, is located at , and that of PM2, , at represented by the vector . The reference point for the torque calculation, , is located at . In the charge model [17] , each PM is replaced by an equivalent magnetic charge density distribution, , which is defined as (1) where is the normal vector of the PM surfaces, is its remanent flux density, and is the permeability of vacuum. Its main modeling assumptions are that the relative permeability equals unity everywhere, and that the magnetization is homogeneous and confined to the permanent magnet materials. Hence, no saturation occurs and the model becomes linear, which allows to use the superposition principle to model complex structures with many magnets.
The vector is the observation point, given by . In this paper, the torque on PM2 is derived for the case that PM1 is magnetized along the -axis and PM2 is magnetized along the -axis. This completes the torque expressions that were given for parallel magnetization in [16] . For other perpendicular magnetization directions, a rotation of the coordinate system suffices to obtain the torque. Due to the linearity of the models, the superposition principle can easily be implemented to obtain the torque between permanent magnets that are not magnetized exactly along one of the edges.
III. ANALYTICAL TORQUE CALCULATION
This paper utilizes the Lorentz force method to obtain the analytical torque expressions and derives these expressions for direct torque calculation around any given reference point. The torque calculation is obtained for PM2. A similar approach provides the torque on PM1, which yields an equal but opposite torque result, and is left for the reader. The first step in finding the torque expressions is to obtain the Lorentz force on PM2 that has the form [11] (2)
The variable is the surface of PM2, and is a virtual force distribution over this surface. The external magnetic flux density that is induced by PM1, , is analytically described in, e.g., [8] and [17] with the charge model.
To obtain correct analytical expressions for the torque on PM2, it necessary to integrate a torque distribution over its surface. This yields the expression (4) (5) The arm is given by and (4) becomes (6) After symbolically solving (6), the resulting torque expressions for PM2 obtain the form (7) In this equation and are the remanent flux density components along the -and -axis of PM1 and PM2, respectively. The vector contains the integrand and is separated in three cartesian components , , and . These integrands are given in (8)- (10) and are substituted in (7) (8) (9) (10) The variables , , , , and are given by (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) with the variables defined in Fig. 2 . Although these equations seem rather complicated, they enable an extremely fast and accurate calculation of the torque on a PM in the presence of a magnetic field of another PM.
IV. DISCONTINUITIES IN THE ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS
Equations (12)- (15) show that certain combinations of , , and cancel each other and , , or become zero, i.e., when the edges of two PMs are aligned. Fig. 3 shows such a situation in which (12) and (14) reduce to (16) (17) and the expressions (8)- (10) become undefined. A fully analytical, hence computationally inexpensive, equation in these situations is the most accurate and fast solution to this problem and Fig. 3 . Alignment of the PM edges causes problems in the standard force, stiffness, and torque expressions, hence complementary terms for these situations are necessary.
has been derived for the force, stiffness, and torque of parallel magnetized magnets in [13] and [16] .
The analytical equations for in the special cases that , , or are found by solving for the limits of (8) It is observed that the logarithmic terms with produce imaginary terms. However, the symmetry in (7) cancels these imaginary term, and, as such, only real torque results are obtained. With these equations, a fully analytical and continuous torque calculation method for cuboidal permanent magnets is obtained. In combination with the analytical continuous force and stiffness equations from [13] and the parallel torque (1 1 1) , the analytical charge model proposed in this paper (0), and measurements (}).
computations in [16] , a versatile analytical tool for the analysis, design, and optimization of PM bearings with cuboidal magnets has been developed.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION Practical validation measurements are the key to successful modeling techniques. For this reason, the equations in this paper are not only compared to results from numerical Maxwell Stress integration on the analytical field (mesh of 0.2 mm) and finite element (FE) results, but also with experimental measurements that were described in [11] . This is performed for two magnets with the dimensions shown in Table I , with the reference point for the torque defined by the vector mm. This point is the center point of the load cell that has been used, which is the ATI-Mini40-SI40-2 force and torque transducer. This sensor holds one of the magnets in a certain -and -position, while the other magnet is moved along the -direction by a linear drive. Fig. 4 shows the high correspondence between all methods, hence, verifies the fast-solving torque calculation proposed in this paper. A very small difference of some percents is caused by measuring errors and the relative permeability of the permanent magnets, which equals 1.03 rather than 1 as the model assumes. The solving time of the analytical model per position step was 2 ms, that with Maxwell Stress 40 ms, and the FE results took 167 s per step.
VI. CONCLUSION This paper presents novel analytical torque equations for cuboidal permanent magnets with perpendicular magnetization. It includes additional equations for the nonsolving terms occurring in the special cases in which the standard equations are undefined. Together, they enable the direct calculation of the torque on the permanent magnets with respect to any torque reference point.
The analytical results are verified with numerical (FEM), seminumerical models (Maxwell Stress) and with experimental measurements, which illustrate the accuracy of these fast-solving analytical equations. Although they seem rather complex at first sight, the obtained equations solve extremely fast. This makes them very suitable for the design and optimization of permanent magnet devices such as planar static magnetic bearings and vibration isolators, especially when combined with the force, stiffness, and torque expressions derived in previous publications.
